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Part 1: Our Hunt for 
Phantom Power in Our 

Homes
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Electricity use 61.3 
kWh/year Cost of 
electricity (tax included) 
$5.52 /year
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I couldn’t find any phantom power sources.



this is my map click here 

https://jamboard.google.com/d/11ZNnUNjHzSW4F6INBBu2VCVo9ual3pcgd-C9ImqWd8s/edit?usp=sharing


If you add up three oranges, one red, and a yellow, that’s 
a LOT of phantom power. And that’s only one HALF of my 
BASEMENT! There’s my whole house! And street! And 
city! And everyone! Be aware of phantom power. 

Purple Text= Sometimes using power  
Green Text = Not using any power
Yellow Text = Using little power 
Orange Text = Using Moderate Power 
Red Text = Using a lot of power 

Lamp - Always 
plugged in = bad

Piano -Always plugged in 
= bad

Couch - Why would a couch need to be 
plugged in? 

TV - Always plugged in 

Nintendo Switch - 
Using less when in 
sleep mode 

Nintendo charger - 
Always plugged in
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                 My top floor

   My big table

My 
small 
table

           My shelf with stuff inside

Internet control box thing
Internet responder

Shelf full of toys Closet full of 
clothes

Reading 
Nook

House power 
source

Rainbows!



Microwave & 
toaster(my moms 
coffee maker and 
kettle) Oven

Wifi?

Keyboard
TV & electric 
fireplace  

Lamp 
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                                     My                                Main                Floor
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My sister’s room (who 
knows what is going on in 
there?)
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Here is my house. My house uses $28 on phantom power.

Office .There 
are a lot of 
wires there so 
there is where 
most of the 
phantom 
power is.

 Dining 
room.There is a 
power bar over 
there with 
three wires
A little bit of 
phantom 
power is used.

Kitchen.
The kitchen has a 
fridge and a 
microwave that use 
a little phantom 
power

bathroom , there 
is no wires.

My room 
has  no 
wires

My Sister's room 
has  no wires



My room. Lots 
of outlets here 
and here 
(power bar)

My littlest 
brothers room. 
Outlet here 
(no power bar)

My parents 
room. Outlets 
here and 
here.(power bar)

My other 
brothers room. 
Outlet here(no 
power bar)

Bathroom(no 
Outlets.

Bath  
room (     
No 
outlets)

Living room. lots 
of Outlets here, 
here and here (no 
power bar)

Kitchen (one outlet 
here microwave 
and fridge and oven 
are attached to the 
wall.

Table =uu

Bed = uuuu

Closet =u

Tv =i

Tv



          
                                 Phantom power 

My family spends 20.00 dollars on phantom energy every 365 days just on the 
main storey. My house has 4 storeys so if each floor costs the same as my main 
floor it is 80.00 dollars. Wow that is a lot of money but that is just estimating. It 
really costs 76.20 a little less but still a lot



Part 2: Our Reflections










